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ABSTRACT

The design of router discovery (RD) is a trust mechanism to confirm the legiti-
macy of the host and router. Fake router advertisement (RA) attacks have been
made possible by this RD protocol design defect. Studies show that the standard
RD protocol is vulnerable to a fake RA attack where the host will be denied a
valid gateway. To cope with this problem, several prevention techniques have
been proposed in the past to secure the RD process. Nevertheless, these meth-
ods have a significant temporal complexity as well as other flaws, including the
bootstrapping issue and hash collision attacks. Thus, the SecMac-secure router
discovery (SecMac-SRD) technique, which requires reduced processing time
and may thwart fake RA assaults, is proposed in this study as an improved se-
cure RD mechanism. SecMac-SRD is built based on a UMAC hashing algorithm
with ElGamal public key distribution cryptosystem that hides the RD message
exchange in the IPv6 link-local network. Based on the obtained expected results
display that the SecMac-SRD mechanism achieved less processing time com-
pared to the existing secure RD mechanism and can resist fake RA attacks. The
outcome of the expected results clearly proves that the SecMac-SRD mechanism
effectively copes with the fake RA attacks during the RD process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s global economy largely depends on the Internet [1], [2]. The global internet of things (IoT)

market was USD 151 billion in the year 2018 and is expected to grow to USD 1,567 billion by 2025. There
are already more than 17 billion linked devices in use worldwide, with 7 billion of those being the IoT devices
(that number does not include smartphones, tablets, laptops, or fixed-line phones) [3], [4]. Sensors and wireless
devices can now be connected to the internet thanks to the IoT [5], [6]. The number of devices linked to the In-
ternet has increased steadily since the switch from the ARPANET to the modern internet [7]-[9]. Nevertheless,
the internet’s expansion is currently in jeopardy due to the exhaustion of available internet protocol version 4
(IPv4) addresses [10]-[12].

The internet engineering task force (IETF), which oversees the internet community, established IPv6
to solve the lack of IPv4 global addresses [13]. The RFC 2460 provides a detailed explanation of the IPv6
characteristics and functions [14]. Even though IPv6 offers more security features than IPv4, the protocol still
has security problems as a result of design flaws, deployment concerns, and transitional problems [15]. The
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RFC 4942 has a detailed explanation of these difficulties [16].
Due to the absence of a trust mechanism in the standard protocol, the host is unable to verify the

legitimacy of the gateway router throughout the normal router discovery (RD) procedure. This flaw enables
fake routers to be set up as valid gateways [17]. The attacker will spread a fake router advertisement (RA)
message and give the host the ability to set up a fake set of router options. This ultimately denies the valid host
service, and this attack would be classified as a fake RA attack [18], [19].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the related work. A criti-
cal review of related work, research problem, and need for improved secure RD mechanism are reviewed in
section 3. Section 4 provides the design of the proposed SecMac-SRD mechanism in detail. Section 5 evaluates
the expected result of the proposed SecMac-SRD mechanism. Finally, conclusion is described in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
This section discusses some of the related work to trust-based solutions that will secure the RD process

in the IPv6 link-local network. The following existing related works are provided. Rehman and Manickam [20]
proposed an alternative duplicate address detection (DAD) method to address the denial of service (DoS) attack
during the DAD process in the IPv6 network. The secure DAD method works based on hiding the tentative IP
address during the DAD process to prevent any attack from determining the target address of the new host. The
secure DAD mechanism has introduced two new neighbor discovery protocol (NDP) messages type known as
secure neighbour solicitation (NS) and secure neighbour advertisement (NA). Secure DAD introduces a new
secure tag field known as secure-tag option using message authentication code (MAC). Hashing technique for
MAC done using universal MAC (UMAC).

Song and Ji [21] proposed an alternative DAD method to address the DoS attack during the DAD
process in the IPv6 network. The DAD-h method works based on hiding the tentative IP address during the
DAD process to prevent any attack from determining the target address of the new host. DAD-h has introduced
two new NDP messages type known as NSDAD-h and NADAD-h. DAD-h introduces a new secure tag field
known as Hash 64. Hash 64 has the value of the last 64 bits of the target address.

Al-Ani et al. [22] proposed an alternative DAD method to address the DoS attack during the DAD
process in the IPv6 network. DAD-match have introduced two new NDP message types known as NS-match
and NA-match. DAD-match introduces a new secure tag field known as IP hash. Hash has value of the last
96 bits of the target address and RandomIntegerNumber, which is a random integer number. This method is
designed based on SHA-3 (shake 128) hashing algorithm.

Praptodiyono et al. [23] showed the trust-ND approach workflow because the trust-ND is regarded to
be lightweight because it employs SHA-1 hash functions to satisfy the security needs. Key security character-
istics in this method include the trust-ND method with trust value and trust option. Every host that receives
NDP messages has their trust value assessed and compared before accepting their NDP communications. Each
NDP message has the secure trust option tag applied to it to ensure secure communications in IPv6 networks.
When receiving NDP messages such as router solicitation (RS), RA, NS, NA, and redirect (RR), each host
must verify the trust model used by trust-ND.

Tall and Farssi [24] suggested using authentication header (AH) to authenticate the RA message to
propose the cryptographically generated addresses (CGA) plus IPSEC AH NDP technique. The IPSEC family
of products includes AH [25]. Utilizing AH, the protection of NDP messages can be built to guarantee their
amicability and integrity. The primary aspect of preserving the statelessness of the NDP messages is the ability
to validate the validity of the NDP messages received from the host based on AH SAs.

3. CRITICAL REVIEW
This section first provides a critical review of related work in detail. Then, we provide research

problems in this paper. Finally, the need for an improved secure RD mechanism is provided. These parts will
explain as follows.

3.1. Critical review of related work
For the purpose of securing the RD, this part presents a tabular summary of the relevant works.

Table 1 includes a list of all relevant works that have been done to protect RD in IPv6 network connections.
This gives a clearer picture of the linked works’ shortcomings in terms of protecting the RD process.
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Table 1. The secure RD mechanism in summary
Authors Proposed mechanisms Limitations

Rehman and Manickam [20] Secure DAD i) suffers from DoS attack; ii) suffers from Replay attack, and iii) only imple-
mented for neighbor discovery, not for RD.

Song and Ji [21] DAD-h i) vulnerable to hash collision attack because using MD5, ii) suffers from Dos
attack, and iii) only implemented for neighbor discovery, not for RD.

Al-Ani et al. [22] DAD-match i) suffers from pre-image attack; ii) has lower hash power, and iii) only im-
plemented for neighbor discovery not for RD.

Praptodiyono et al. [23] Trust-ND i) the hash collision attack can be used against the SHA-1 hashing algorithm,
ii) unreliable generation of trust value, iii) vulnerable to DoS attack, and iv)
complex processing overhead.

Tall and Farssi [24] CGA+ IPSEC AH NDP i) the IPSEC AH is well known for bootstrapping problems, ii) a new host
needs a functional IP address to perform the IPSEC AH, iii) not suitable for
the new host joining the network, and iv) vulnerable to DoS attack.

3.2. Research problem
In order to acquire the gateway router prefix for the host under the IPv6 address configuration process,

RD is a crucial action required in the address auto-configuration mechanism, i.e., the SLAAC mechanism [18].
Nevertheless, research has demonstrated that because there is no mechanism in place to confirm the legitimacy
of the gateway router, the typical RD operation is susceptible to Fake RA assaults [26]. In order to address
this, several prevention techniques such as secure DAD, DAD-h, DAD-match, trust-ND, and CGA + IPSEC
AH NDP mechanisms have been proposed in the past.

Because of its decreased computing cost, the Trust-ND mechanism put out by Praptodiyono et al. [23]
is said to be a lightweight mechanism. The SHA-1 hashing technique, which was used to create this system,
is extremely susceptible to hash collision attacks [27], [28]. Tall and Farssi [24] have presented the CGA +
IPSec AH NDP mechanism, which makes the claim that it is a lightweight mechanism due to its decreased
computational cost. AH uses security associations (SAs), which were developed in accordance with internet
key exchange version 2, which requires a working IP address. As a result, when a new host joins the network, it
lacks a working IP address, which creates a problem known as the bootstrapping situation [29]. So the problems
can be summarised as follows: i) because there is no trust mechanism to confirm the legitimacy of the gateway
router, standard RD functioning is insecure by design and open to Fake RA attacks; and ii) even though the
most recent secure RD mechanisms, such as Trust-ND and CGA + IPSEC AH NDP, can stop fake RA attacks,
they still have high time complexity and built-in flaws like hash collision attacks and bootstrapping issues that
can be exploited during the RD process in IPv6 network link-local communication.

3.3. Need for improved secure RD mechanism
This subsection reviews the drawbacks of the existing secure RD mechanism by explaining the data

in detail. Then, we show an improved security mechanism requirement in this paper. These two parts are
explained as follows.

3.3.1. Drawbacks of the existing secure RD mechanism
According to subsection 3.1, the existing mechanism for RD mechanism has some drawbacks. The

implementation issues of the RD mechanism can be categorized into two categories as follows: i) high com-
plexity: complexity is the difficulty rate on how to run the machines and the number of processes required
to fulfill the operation of the mechanism. High complexity will lead to high computational costs and can be
exploited by the malicious host; and ii) partial protection for IPv6 RD process: partial protection is defined
as an action that is unable to provide full security for the secure RD mechanism. Attackers can disable this
security mechanism by launching other types of DoS attacks. Therefore, these mechanisms unable to protect
the IPv6 RD mechanism fully.

3.3.2. Requirements for better security mechanisms
The suggested security mechanism would include the following elements to secure the RD process and

prevent fake RA Attacks in the IPv6 network, based on the study of the shortcomings of the current security
mechanisms for a safe RD that was done above. Less processing time: in order to address the issue of high
complexity, which contributes to high computational cost, the newly proposed mechanism should use a less
complex mechanism to reduce the processing time. The less complex mechanism will provide less processing
time. A less complex mechanism means a simple security mechanism with lower complexity. Intact security
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solution: the proposed techniques, such as Trust-ND and CGA+IPSEC NDP, are unable to defend against RD
attacks because of other problems with its foundational flaws, such as hash collision attacks and bootstrapping
issues.

4. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SECMAC-SRD MECHANISM
4.1. Design objectives

This subsection presents the design objectives of the proposed SecMac-SRD mechanism as follows:
i) implementation of cryptographic hashing algorithm to generate a secure tag; ii) Redesign the RD message
structure using the secure tag without compromising the original structure; and iii) During the RD procedure
on the IPv6 link-local network, prevent the fake RA attack.

4.2. Architecture of SecMac-SRD mechanism
This section illustrates the design of the SecMac-SRD technique we suggest using to guard against

fake RA attacks in IPv6 network connection local communication. The host controller (HC) and router con-
troller (RC), which issued secure RS and RA messages, respectively, to protect the RD message process and
thwart the Fake RA attack, are the two main components of the overall architecture, as shown in Figure 1. The
operation of these components in order to achieve the secure RD process’s security objective-preventing the
fake RA attack-will be covered in depth in the following subsections.

Figure 1. Architecture of SecMac-SRD mechanism

4.2.1. Host controller
The HC of our SecMac-SRD mechanism is a heuristic-based module that is designed to conduct three

key functions of heuristic-based operations within the host as follows: i) SecMac-tag RS message generation:
is in charge of producing RS Messages with the new SecMac-tag secure tag option that will be transmitted to all
of the routers on the link; ii) process for validating RA Messages: is to confirm that the RA messages received
from valid routers; and iii) update of neighbour cache table: Is the database of existing nodes’ IP addresses and
corresponding MAC addresses that were given to the host and routers that already exist on the same link. The
neighbour cache table is updated after validating the received routers.

4.2.2. Router controller
The RC of our SecMac-SRD mechanism is the heuristic-based controller that was designed to conduct

two key functions within the router as follows: i) RS message validation process: is to confirm that the RS
message came from a legitimate host; and ii) RA message generation process: is responsible for generating RA
messages with a new secure tag option i.e., SecMac-tag that will be sent out to requesting host on the link.
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4.3. Techniques used
4.3.1. Hashing functions algorithms

To secure the RD message exchange, our proposal doesn’t use encryption or a digital certificate since it
requires heavy calculation and 3rd party trust anchors to verify the certificate, respectively. Thus, our proposal
will use the hash function since it is more appropriate to meet the security requirement for in link-local IPv6
communication. Hashing technique is less complex and uses less processing time based on [30]. There are
some hash functions such as MD5, and SHA-1 is vulnerable to hash collision attacks. The UMAC hashing
algorithm is not vulnerable to hash collision attacks. Therefore, our proposal will use UMAC function by
adding additional fields such as Timestamp and Nonce have been added to strengthen SecMac-tag options.

4.3.2. Key distribution system
In the above hashing implementation, proposing technique required keys to complete the able process.

Generally, there are two options of key distribution available to distribute keys in the network iproposaletric
key distribution or asymmetric key distribution. There are several public keys system a valuable i.e, ElGamal,
Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA), elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Based on [31], ElGamal is better compared
to RSA and ECC in terms of security and performance. Therefore, the proposed will use the ElGamal public
key cryptosystem [32] to fulfill this requirement.

4.3.3. Network prefix distribution
For the SLAAC IP addressing mechanism, proposals, when the in the IPv6 network would need to

have a tentative IP address (128 bits) which includes first 64 bits, is as a network prefix and another last
remaining 64bits would be the interface ID [33]. The host will obtain the network prefix using the RD process.
The interface ID of the IP address would be generated by the ND process using extended unique identifier-64
(EU-64) or privacy extension. In this research work, the focus would be host to obtain the network prefix
securely from the legitimate router. So our proposal will improve the secure RD mechanism i.e., the SecMac-
SRD mechanism would be able to prevent the Fake RA attack using the following improved hashing technique.

4.3.4. SecMac-SRD secure tag generation
The secure message authentication code (SMAC) for the secure tag option generated using the source

MAC address generated random nonce and private keys of the sending node. After the SMAC is generated
based on the above process, this hash value will be inserted into the new secure tag known as the SecMac-
tag option. The SecMac-tag option format adheres to the RFC 4861 option format [34]; type and length are
required for all NDP options. The NDP option must be at least 8 bytes (64 bits) in length; otherwise, it must be
padded. The 20-byte SecMac-tag is broken up into six fields.

4.3.5. Generation and validation
This subsection shows the host and router to verify SecMac-RS and SecMac-RA whether come from

valid or illegal nodes. Under the standard RD processes, there is no mechanism to check whether the host
or router is legitimate. The standard RD process is unable to verify whether the host or router is trustworthy.
Hence, under the standard RD process, any malicious node can become the default gateway. One or more
routers could act as malicious nodes that launch Fake RA attacks on the other hosts [35]. In order to differentiate
a valid router, there is a real need to use a security mechanism during the RD process. The following section
explains how the above generation and validation processes are done in the SecMac-SRD mechanism.

4.4. Process flow SecMac-SRD mechanism
This subsection describes the process flow of our proposed SecMac-SRD mechanism in terms of

generation and validation. As shown in Figure 2, the process flow SecMac-SRD mechanism. The suggested
SecMac-SRD mechanism in the aforementioned procedure guards against bogus RA messages in the IPv6
network. The attacker can prevent the host from receiving legitimate service if the host accepts the phony
RA message and sets a malicious router as the default gateway. The regular RS and RA messages have been
modified in the aforementioned SecMac-SRD method by having the SecMac-tag option added. To determine
if a router is a genuine router or a malicious router, the SecMac-tag option offers integrity checks on the router.
This method prevents the rogue router from being set as the default gateway if it is a rogue router.
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Figure 2. Process flow SecMac-SRD mechanism

5. EXPECTED RESULTS
This section outlines the anticipated outcomes for the analysis and functionality of the SecMac-SRD

mechanism. Firstly, we analyze the result of our proposal in terms of security analysis. Then, a network
overhead analysis is provided in detail. We show processing time analysis in this paper. Finally, we evaluate
the performance of this work. These parts will show as follows.

5.1. Analysis
This subsection analyses the security analysis of the proposed work. Then we provide the network

overhead of the work. Finally, the processing time of the proposed SecMac-SRD mechanism is provided. These
analyses are explained as follows.

5.1.1. Security analysis
This study’s main objective is to safeguard the RD procedure by guarding against false RA attacks

in the IPv6 link-local network. According to security experts [36]-[38], in order to safeguard the information
and information system, the system must meet three important criteria, namely confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (CIA): i) confidentiality is the measure that is implemented in the information security design to
protect from unauthorized access to sensitive data. This criterion will be tested and verified under the Fake RA
attack scenario using the closed IPv6 testbed; ii) integrity is the measure that is implemented in the information
security design to prevent data or a portion of the data from being changed or deleted by an unauthorized
user. This criterion is also will be tested and verified using the closed IPv6 testbed; and iii) availability is
the measure that is implemented in the information security design to provide the ability to access the data as
and when required by legitimate users. This criterion is also will be tested and verified using the closed IPv6
testbed.

The expected outcomes that demonstrate how the SecMac-SRD mechanism prevents Fake RA attacks
will be shown in the steps that follow. This attack was conducted using the Fake Router6 command from the
the hacker choice’s (THC) attacking toolkit on a Kali Linux computer: i) the THC attacking tool Fake router6
inside the Kali Linux computer allows the attacker to transmit a RA packet that is presumed to originate from
the current valid router gateway under the normal scenario without the SecMac-SRD mechanism; and ii) the
purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate if the secure RD mechanism, which includes SecMac-SRD, Trust
ND, and CGA+ IPSEC AH NDP, is capable of stopping a fake RA attack in the aforementioned IPv6 Testbed
environment.
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5.1.2. Network overhead analysis
The objective of the network overhead analysis is to measure the impact of network performance of

introducing the SecMac-SRD mechanism on the network. Since multiple hosts exist on the same network and
generate secure SecMac-RS and SecMac-RA, the additional network load needs to be ascertained to ensure the
network is not overloaded. It would not be efficient to introduce a secure RD mechanism with higher network
overhead. The following section discusses and explains the calculation of the network overhead of introducing
the SecMac-SRD mechanism on the host and router: i) SecMac-RS generation: assumed there are ten hosts,
i.e., Nn, in the network, and each host sends additional Ds bytes i.e., 20 bytes of the additional SecMac-tag
byte size, and generates SecMac-RS within Ts seconds. i.e.1 seconds; and ii) SecMac-RA generation: for every
SecMac-RS request, there will be a SecMac-RA reply from the router. Assume we have Nr active routers, i.e.,
two on the network replying to the SecMac-RS messages request on the network.

5.1.3. Processing time analysis
This section examines how long each RD technique takes to generate and verify RS and RA messages.

As a result, it is necessary to assess if the SecMac-SRD mechanism is effective in terms of requiring less pro-
cessing time. The findings from trials comparing the Standard RD, SecMac-SRD, Trust-ND, and CGA+IPSEC
AH NDP mechanisms are covered in this section: i) generation of RS messages: this step will discuss RS
message generation time for standard RD, SecMac-SRD, trust-ND, and CGA+IPSEC AH NDP mechanisms;
ii) validation of RS messages in the router: for all incoming RS messages on the IPv6 network, the receiving
router will carry out a message validation procedure. To ensure that the message is coming from a legitimate
host, the RS message validation is carried out. SecMac-RS, Trust-RS, and CGA+IPSEC AH NDP-RS all go
through this message validation process; iii) generation of RA messages in the router: the generation times of
RA messages for the Standard RD, SecMac-SRD, Trust-ND, and CGA+IPSEC AH NDP methods are covered
in this section. The message generation time, or TGRA, is calculated by deducting the RA message generating
process’s start time from its processing time end, RAet; and iv) host validation of RA: the host will also carry
out RA message validation for all incoming messages, much like the router does. The host earlier sent out an
RS message in the same IPv6 network to finish the RD procedure. The received RA message is a response to
that message.

5.2. Performance
This section discusses in detail the overall comparative analysis of all the mechanisms carried out

in the above experiments based on the processing time and security criteria: i) processing time performance:
based on our expected results, overall, the SecMac-SRD mechanism performed better in terms of processing
time compared to Trust-ND and CGA+IPSEC AH NDP mechanisms for both generation and validation of the
RS and RA messages. Overall the Standard Deviation for SecMac-SRD is also lower for both generations, and
validation of the RS and RA messages shows that the SecMac-SRD mechanism is a more stable and consistent
mechanism; and ii) security performance: according to the findings we predicted, the SecMac-SRD mechanism
was successful in stopping the Fake RA attack in the IPv6 network. The Fake RA attack was not stopped by
the CGA+IPSEC AH NDP mechanism or the Trust-ND mechanism. In order for the IPv6 host to complete the
RD process in the link-local communication of the IPv6 network, the 126 SecMac-SRD mechanism is the most
practical RD security mechanism.

A method called secure router discovery (SecMac-SRD) guards against Fake RA attacks during the
RD process in the IPv6 network’s link-local communication. Secure SecMac-tag possibilities in redesigned
secure RS and RA messages. For safe RD message exchange, the key exchange process was redesigned by
utilizing a public key distribution mechanism.

6. CONCLUSION
The host can acquire RA messages from the router, such as the network prefix, MTU size, and other

information, using the standard RD protocol. When the RA message is received from a reliable router, the
normal RD process lacks a security feature, which leads to a fake RA attack. The suggested SecMac-detail
unique is utilized in this paper to distinguish between RS and RA messages in the link-local IPv6 network by
combining the ElGamal public key distribution with the UMAC hashing algorithm. In contrast to Trust-ND
and CGA+IPSEC AH NDP techniques, the achieved predicted router shows that the SecMac-SRD mechanism
has less processing time and mechanisms prevent the fake RA attack. The SecMac-SRD method effectively
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prevents fake RA attacks in the connection IPv6 network, according to comparative predicted outcome analysis.
The redesigned RS and RA with SecMac-tag based on the common NDP as specified in RFC 4861 were used
to build the SecMac-SRD method. The RFC 4727-specified NDP option types 253 and 254 are only used for
testing purposes. Therefore, NDP option 253 with SecMac-tag has to recognize all the devices in the IPv6
network in order to implement this mechanism in the company. Currently, only a tiny portion of the IPv6
network has the SecMac-SRD deployed.
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